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Thomas Hardy was always fascinated by women. While in life his relationships 
were often fraught and unhappy, through the heroines of his novels we can see 
into his soul. These fictional characters, usually drawn in part or whole from women 
he knew, garnered our sympathy as they entered the difficult world into which 
Hardy cast them. In this respect, he was ahead of his time in challenging traditional 
attitudes to the plight of women in such questions as marriage, divorce, feminism, 
incest and lesbianism.

Throughout his life, Hardy nurtured close female friends, though at the expense of 
his two often neglected and humiliated, long-suffering wives. His mother, Jemima 
Hardy, exerted a possessive, domineering influence on young Thomas which would 
endure throughout his life. His relationship with his sisters and female confidantes, 
meanwhile, shows us how Hardy viewed women and what he expected from them.

This book assesses the influence of Hardy’s closest female friends and family on 
his life and his work and looks at how his response to them moulded his creative 
genius. Hardy, it would seem, fell in love easily. A glance or a word from a pretty 
woman would merit a poem. Letters and photos would follow. But neither of his 
marriages was truly happy. Perhaps the only women he was destined to love without 
qualification were the ones he would create – Tess, above all.
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Example of a double-page spread. Kate Hardy.

Emma, when young.  

Mary Hardy. 

Older Emma.   

Right: Thomas Hardy with a 
full beard in his mid thirties.

Florence and Thomas at Max Gate 1920  (after six years 
of marriage). 

Left: Thomas Hardy‘s 
birthplace.
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